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The Zoo at the 
End of _the ·Earth 
by Barry W. Barker and 
Maxine Valdez 
Contribu~g Writers 
What a view! The Ecuadorian 
Andes. The four-hour drive from 
Quito to the Cloudforest town of 
Bafios is breathtaking. Volcanoes fill 
the horizon with snow capped cones 
reaching 20,000 feet into an cobalt blue 
sky. Villages filled with colorfulmar-
kets and food are magnets attracting 
the curious traveler. The clear., cool 
air is an inviting repose from the city 
pollution. 
Then, you go over the continen-
tal divide and head towards the 
Oriente, the name given to Ecuador's 
Amazonian Basin. 
The road steepens and narrows, mountainsides giving a strange sense 
the scenery becomes more dramatic, · ofbeautiful patterns in an atmosphere 
and the pace quickens. There are of uneasy serenity: 
fewer signs of civilization. Your heart This is the primary road that leads 
flutters and your eyes close as the car . to the· Oriente and Bafios is its gate-
edges next to precipitous drop-offs. way. Located 'at 5 500', Bafios is 
The hair on the back of you neck rises nestled at the base of the Tungurahua 
when you see more volcanoes ... and Volcano. With the volcano on one side 
you know these are active! The land and the Rio Pistaza gorge on the other, 
is rich with green patchwork quilts of the town is in a valley of eternal spring-
homesteads positioned in an odd ar- time, surrounded by wild orchids and 
ray of shapes and angles against waterfalls. its year round temperate 
-·-. --------···----- -----
weather~ quaint_ atmosphere, and 
jumping off place to the tropical 
rainforest attracts travelers from 
around the world and is an intellectual 
havert for writers, poets, photogra-
phers, and esoteric environmentalists. 
Bafios offers incredible 
hotsprings, dramatic horseback riding, 
. as well as trekking, rafting, climbing 
and mountain biking. On the weekends 
and during holidays, Bafios erupts w~th 
carnival-like festivities.· 
__ -Families from the surrounding 
area flock to the town. Children with 
brightly colored balloons savorthelo-
cally produced taffy. Local photog-
. raphers are available for, the perfect 
photo on the Central Plaza using the 
famous Black Basilica as a back-
ground, and a novel caricature of a 
rhinoceros pulling a tourist train on 
wheels bellows through the streets .. 
Local merchants maintain vivid 
stalls that sell everything from. fine 
hand-woven sweaters to hardware. 
The best place to be, however, is sip-
ping Ecuadorian coffee at one of the 
sidewalk cafe tables and watching the 
carnival..,like atmosphere. A few 
. blocks away, farmers from throughout 
see EARTH page 5 
Full Monty 
forD Phi Ek 
by Piper Griff 
Editor-In-Chief 
Okay, maybe Mr. Nova Knight 
wasn't exactly Full Monty, but itwas 
close enough. Every year D Phi E puts 
on the Mr. Nova Knight event outside 
of the recplex. The event is consid-
ered a male fashion sh9w, where guys 
show off their casual, formal and sleep 
attire. Now we ask ourselves, but 
what if one of the contestants sleeps 
naked? Oh, funny you would ask, be-
cause contestant Joe Bisset inust be 
placed in that category .. 
No one seemed quite prepared 
for this lovely presentation of Joe's 
birthday suit, with only a small hat cov-
e~ing his private area. In fact, this was 
not the start or finish of the stripping. 
Most of the participants stripped down 
to their boxers or boxer briefs. ft was 
obvious from the constant roar of the 
audience that these guys knew exactly 
how to keep their fans happy. 
In the past, Mr. Nova Kni_ght 
only consisted of the three "fashion" 
categories and then a question period 
for the top three winners. This year, 
the ladies added a new category called 
DepherDude, where the winner is de-
cided based on the applause of Jhe au-
dience. Roger Roa, Collin Jones and 
see MR. NOVA page 6 
In 
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Read about all the 
wonderful events and news 
at NSU in the Campus Life 
section. 
S.A.S.A. held their first 
coffee house which was 
titled, Sex . . . let's talk. Find 
out how the discussion 
went. 
Check out the Entertainment 
section with Erika '.s classic 
Movie Mistakes, a review of 
Phantom of the Opera and also 
of Unbreakable by Caleb. 
The article you 've all been 
waiting for: the second 
installment of Five Dumb 
Blondes 
" see pages 2-8 see page 7 see pages 10-15 seepage 10 
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A Year With Beta Theta Pi 
Beta Theta Pi Press Release 
atelystarted Recrui1mentofparticipants Chairman Br.Ashley Cullen. ofB~ta Theta Pi would like to thank 
This year, Beta Theta Pi has en- peakedasoveronehundredandfiftycon- Theworkshopfollowingwasabig their pledge educator, Br. Arik 
gaged in numerous activities that most testants pranced on stage for the two hun- one. The American Red Cross was called Chell ew, and congratulate their new 
certainly everyone has noticed. During dredandfiftycheeringspectators. "Ev- iri to certify any interested students in brothers: Joshua Andrews,. Troy 
the summer, two brothers were sent as eryoneenjoyedthemselvesandthepar- CardioPulmonaryResuscitation(CPR). Fike, Nicholas Hoo-Patt, Ryan 
delegatestothe161stGeneralConven- ticipants won great prizes," said Br. Thegreattumoutandsuccessoftheevent Iosco, Michael Quinn, and Eric 
tion in Chicago, Illinois. The purpose of Karakosta. "This was a great opportu.: prompted the Sun-Sentinel to devote a Till brook. 
this gathering is not on1y to reunite broth- nity to show students what Betas are ca- front page article to the event. According . The Betas have definitely had 
ers from across tl!.e country, but also to pable of doing on campus." to Nick Sorta.I, Sun-Sentinel staff writer, one busy semester, and they prom-
reaffirm the fire that burns in every Beta's - After such a flourishing .event, Be- local readers have expressed their inter- ise even more for the coming one . . To 
heart. Beta Theta Pi 's Sophomore F el- tas had to concentrate on their next task, · est in seeing a follow up story; With all kick it all off, Rush will be coordi-
low, sponsored by the Alumni Associa- Rush 2000. Rush Chairman and Vice these successes, it is with no surprise that nated by the new Rush Chairman Br. 
tion, this year was Br. HenryTruong, who President Br. Phill Guerra set out an im- Beta Theta Pi was awarded the Organi- Eric Eiselman. In this, a Rush Work-
serves on the executive board as Record- pressive rush schedule for potential new zation of the Month for August and Sep- shop will be offered ( date and time 
ing Secretary. The Sophomore Fellow members, ranging from a day of sports . tember. · · will be announced.) Philanthropy 
trackattheconventionisdesignedtopro- . toanightwiththeHooterGirls. "It's hard ltjustdidn'tstopthere! The broth- Chairman Br. Henry Truong has also 
moteextraordinaryleadershipskill:sbased torecruitstudentsatNSU. Wearetry- erslookedforwardtotheirbiggestevent, scheduled a series of workshops 
upon the Men of Principle program. . ing to pitch the idea of Greek life to a TheHalloweenParty, titled "Return of the onsexually transmitted diseases and 
Truong said, "My first convention was limited male population without the one · Embalmer' Ball." As students received date rape. -In the works are also two 
more than I had ever imagined it to be. defining factor: houses. Even with those their much anticipated invitation, the next ' events in conjunction with the Ameri-
This educational and enjoyable experi- minor setbacks, we and theother orga- step was to sort through the myriad of can Red Cross. Of course, the 
ence providedrne the opportunity to meet nizations did great this semester," said costume options. Beta seemed to have · brothers will pledge their annual sup-
hundreds of Betas from all over. It was Guerra. · · thought ofevery!hmg this year. Not only port at the Love Jen Festival in Feb-
through this experience that further en- Fallowing Rush, Beta hosted the was the party decorated profusely, but also ruary. Fundraising Chairman Br. Joel 
· hanced my knowledge and devotion to "Greek Pajama Party." A.:11 panicipants · an entire security system, complete with Johnson promises events that will be 
thefiatemity." enjoyed themselves, as the party pre- . hand-held radios, was implemented. A · enjoyed by the entire campus com-
Backhome in South Florida, the sentedanopportunityfortheGreekcom- shuttleservicewasprovidedallnightlong munity. The Social Chairman is al-
chapter continued with its weekly meet- munityto come together after a summer's between the university and the location of ready planning next year's Hallow-
ings to discuss importantissues and tasks. absence. Theeventalsoprovidedapros- thepartytofacilitatetheneedsofstudents · een Party as well as the traditional 
With the exception offir. Chris Zapalski, pect to meet each organization's new who did not have transportation as well Mardi Gras Party and Beta Theta Pi 
Treasurer, a new executive board had members. Despite the vast turnout for as those who wished notto drive, To ac- Formal. In addition a Greek De-
been formed undert~e leadership ofBr. the event, Betas were not aboutto rest commodatethemasses of students attend- . cades Dance is in the works. So-
. President Jason Wagner. His organiza- -justyet. ing, two additional speakers were rented; · cials are planned with both sorori-
tion and motivational skills have led the Subsequently, they organized a se-· to resolve a common complaint about ties. 
group to higher aspirations and goals for · ries of educational workshops. Tlus was heat, industrial sized fans were brought in · The Betas have worked hard this 
theFall 'OOseinester. Wagnercomments, spearheaded by the Robert's Rules of keepaircirculatingandguestscool. These semesterandwillcontinuetoworkhard · 
"I have an exceptional executive board Order workshop. Presented to all new gestures did not go unnoticed as many . in the coming semester. Be sure to clear 
and brothers. They are to be commended and old organizations, it was an opportu- students expressed their gratitude. Leav- your schedules as events to come are 
on their attentiveness to each other's re- nity toJearn about the correct manner in ing satisfied, rriany participants tried to · certainly going to live up to their reputa-
sponsibilities, which symbolizes brother- · which a meeting is to be run. Br. Chris confirm their invitation to next year's party. tion. 
hood in the highest regard. We've had Zapalski, speaker of the workshop; re- · After such a fun and booming party, 
many successful events this semester and marks "Organizations think they know one would think Beta would sit,back and- . 
will continue to host events beneficial to how to run meetings. The truth is that relax. This· was the last thing on their 
everyone." they are one big open forum. Each asso- · minds. The social committee had one 
Br. Wagner didn't exaggerate when ciationneeds to learn procedures of meet- · more event to plan, a social with Phi Sigma 
he claimed the success ofBeta's events! ings lli? well as their constitutions." Fol- Sigma Sorority, which had the biggest 
Despite their busy summers, they ~ere lowing the Robert's Rules of Orderw01:k- social turnout between any two organiza-
able to coordinate the biggest event the shop, the Drug andAlcoholAbuse work- tions. 
Flight Deck has ever seen: Singled Out. shop took place. "This workshop was Finally, the semester closed with 
AftertheideahaddawneduponBr.Arik aimedateducatingourstudentsinnotonly . the initiation of their new members. 
- ChellewandBr. TomKarakosta,theplan the dangers of substance abuse, but the The initiation was held at an undis.: 
was drawn out and work was immedi- · legalities as well," said Risk Management closed place and time. The brothers Ben 
I 
Sigma Alpha Mu News P.A.S.A. LeaderShip 
by Sean Leahy 
- Contributing Writer cided with Karaoke. The brothers of 
SigmaAlphaMu would like to thank_ev- Conference 
SigmaAlpha Mu's an- eryone who bought 
nual philanthropic ev_entwas - raffle tickets, contrib-
by Nicole R. Robinson 
Contributing Writer 
. once again a success. The _ irtedprizestoberaflled _ 
brothers were able to raise · 1 ofl:andtoanyonewho OnNovemberl6-19,thePan-Af-
$1007 for The Elizabeth Glaser helped support us in riean Student Association attended the 
.Pediatric Aids Foundation. , · making our annuatphil- 25th Annual Fall Leadership Conference. 
Through the selling of raffle anthropic a success. It was held by theA:frioanAmerican Stu-
tickets, generous donations In other Sammy dent Association, Inc at the Sheraton 
fromstudents,faculfy,andlo- news,CollinJoneswas Safari Hotel'in Orlando, FL Approxi- · 
banquet in formal attire. The banquet 
sp_eaker was Senator Kendrick Meek, 
who empowered all of us with his speech. 
. The third day we had more workshops 
and a luncheon. The luncheon speaker 
was Dr. Derinis Watson, who is a moti.: _ 
vational speaker. He emphasized the im-
portance of staying in school and de-
scribed how the "real world" would be. cal businesses, the Sa:mmys crowned · Mr. Nova mately 200 people attended from vari-
aboutmatched.their sum from a year ago. Knight 2000 on Friday, December 1st. ous schools clubs all over Florida .. The The last day we simply met and talked 
Bounce for Beats ended Friday, Novem- Congratulations to him. first day we had a Cultural Fashion Show about what we learned and said our good · 
ber 17th in the Flight Deck, which coin- ,. and a social to get to know each other. byes to each other. This was also a great . 
--~-------------------------11 The.second day is when we got down to chance for networking. The topics for The WO n de r Of a Single Life bus~ess. ~e were required to ~ess in some of our ~iscuss~ons at con~erence 
· . - · busmess attrre throughout the entire day. were the electton,yottng, leadership, mo-
by Noell~ Ba~rera . There were workshops such as, "Em- tivation, politics, and education. We · 
· ContributingWnter . . . powennentthroughEd:ucation,"and'"The ,learned a great deal and we were glad 
. . strongly believe the prmc1~les that ~ave Game Theory- How to Manage Your .· that the NSUSGA helped to make this 
. One of my_ favonte_~~s ,about the . _ proven true need t? b~ applied and lived Money." Then we attended meetings to trip possible for us'. 
holiday season 1s watchmg It sq Won- out. Once we decide m our hearts what discuss our own clubs and how to im-
derful Life." I watch it o~.TV at l_east isgoodandright, thenwemustactonit. prove them, and the day ended with a -
~~~~~I~rt~~~- fu~~~~~~~~~~--.--~.~--~-----------------
ThisThanksgi~,~eyplayeditafterthe. ·a better place._ . · Quilting for the Cause-of AIDS 
Macy's Thanksg1v1n:g Parade, another · . I amremmdedofwords spoken by · · -
· one of my favbrite traditions. While another man who radically impacts the 
watching the angels narrate George lives of millions. Jesus said, ''what good 
Bailey'slife,Ibegantoactuallythmkabout isitforamantoinheritthewholeworldif 
the difference a single human being can he forfeits his own soul?"* We forfeit 
make in this world. our smµs when we reject what we know 
An obvious ~oral to the movie is deep downto be true in favor of a selfish 
that George Bailey radically transformed life. Jesus also said, "Greater love has-no 
the lives of the inhabitants ofBedfordFalls man than this, that he lay down his life for 
by providing them a defense against pov- his friends."** When we put aside our 
erty at1d the ever greedy Mr. Potter. It's own plans and ambitions in order to help 
amazing to fathom thatasingleman c9uld others, we are showing reallove. During 
so profoundly affectthelives and quality · this holiday season, I challenge you to 
oflife for so many. It makes me wonder show that kind ofloveto everyone arolllld 
how I affect those .around me. Like youandtoremembertheOnewhocame 
George, do I provide others hope as a toearthinordertolaydownhislifeforall 
result of acting on what I know is right? the world. · 
George Bailey's character also had 
enough integrity to compromise the 
dreams he had for his own life in,orderto 
help others' dreams come true. It is a 
narrow path he choose, and sometimes a 
l~nely one. As college students, society 
tells us to leave behind ev~gthatwe 
know is true, blindly accept everything 
our professors teach, and give in to all of 
. our hedonistic impulses. I belie~e it is 
good to be open-minded, but I also 
The author is president of 
Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship atNSU. 
For more information about the club, 
please email her at batreran@nova.edu. 
* Matthew 16:26, ** John 15:12 
by Noelle Barrera, · were given the opportunity to vote for 
. Contributing Writer 
- -
: · their favorite three quilt panels while 
they were d~splayed across campus all 
week. · Second place went to the piece 
created by students from the School 
oflnformation and Sciences; on this 
quilt was a map of the world's coun-
Nova Southeastern University 
showed support for people with AIDS 
during the week ofNovember 27-De-
cember 1 through the display of the 
AIDS Quilt for Hope. This annual 
event is sponsored by the Office of . 
Recreation and Wellness and is only 
possible because of all the NSU stu-
dents and employees who lovingly 
participate. 
This year there was an abundance 
of creativity.among the 3' x 3' panels 
submitted. Hope and compassion were · 
common themes, expressed with dif--
ferent colors of felt, ribbon, and puffy 
paint. Other panels were less ornate 
and more simply deGorated. - These 
included therose petal ribbon submit-
Jed by members of the Social Action 
Social Awareness club, and the royal 
blue circle with HOPE written in large 
letters entered by the thi_rd place vyin-
ner Debbie Scheiber.· 
Observers and those passing by 
tries linked by computers with blink-
ing lights. "Give blood with1ove to 
people with AIDS. Love them, so their 
lives won't fade." This made up part 
of the inscription on the first place 
panel submitted by Ms. Barnes and 
her fifth grade class at the Lower 
School. 
If you or your organization is in- , 
terested in helping with AIDS educa-
. tion and spreading awareness, here are 
some suggestions. The AIDS Quilt for 
_ Hope sponsored by Recreation and 
Wellness is not part of the international 
AIDS Memorial Quilt. The local chap-
ter for this is Names Project of South 
Florida, and information can be found 
on the web at www.NamesProject-
SouthFlorida.com. .4-
see AIDS QUILT next page 
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AIDS Quilt 
from_ previous page 
TocreateaquiltpiecefortheAIDS 
Memorial Quilt, you can attend a quilt 
workshop during the first two Thursdays 
of December at 7 pm at Center One. 
Center One is Broward County's oldest 
and largest community based non:profit 
AIDS service organization, and their ad- -
dress is 2817 East Oakland Park Bou-
levard, Suite #200, Fort Lauderdale. 
They also have an Open Meeting on the 
third Thursday of December at 7 pm for 
new people who would like to get in-
volved with the AIDS Memorial Quilt. · 
The number to call for more information 
on this is (954) 768-0680. 
Center One is also always looking 
for volunteers. They have several de-
partments looking for help in areas such 
as clerical work, special events, Health 
Fairs, Expos and distributing informa-
tion. Volunteers can help with every as-
pect of the work at Center One. Li-
censed practitioners such as massage 
therapists help frequently, too. They do 
. not require volunteers to commit for a 
· . certain length of time ( which is good for 
all of us oisorganized college students) 
and allow you to choose in which de-
partment you would like to help out. 
There isan application to fill out, and then 
a·meeting and tour with the head of the 
Volunteers Department, Dan Romaniello. 
For questions relating to volunteering at 
Center One, call Dan at (954)-537-4111, 
ext. 111. 
We cannot sit back and let the 
world's problems resolve themselves. 
We must step up and take action in what-
ever way we can. This is espe_cially true 
forthe fight against the spreadofAIDS. 
Lending a Helping Hand 
by Jen Whitesel 
Contributing Writer -
N.A.T.U.R.E. pre-
sented two exciting pro- -
grams in November. On 
Thursday, November 16tll 
three former Peace Corps 
volunteers presented a very 
informative talk on their ex-
penences. 
Alan and Shoshanna 
Ehrlich spent 1967-1969 in 
the Dominican Republic. 
Before their service work 
out of the country, they re-
ceived three months of in-
Leaves of the Air Potato Plant 
tense training through the Peace A volunteer program at Tree 
Corps. They were sent to the Do- . · Tops Park was also sponsored by · 
minicanRepublictoworkwithother -N.A.T.U.R.E. Members of the club, 
volunteers and to help improve the . along with any NSU students, were 
educational system in less fortunate invited to help out. The job at the 
portions of the country. Alan and park was simple: gather as many air 
Shoshanna's time in the Dominican potatoes as possible. What are air 
Republic was highly yalued by the potatoes? Well, years ago, as the 
teachers , and students whom they · Park Ranger-explained, the air po-
came in contact with.during their ser- tato plant was brought from Asia. In 
vice.· Asia, the plant blooms beautiful flow-
Dr. Hammack also presented ers, but here it only grows expansive 
his experiences with the Peace Corps. vines and huge leaves. The plant 
He displayed a slide show and told stops the sunlight from reaching the 
stories about his service in Swaziland, other plants and grows over and de-
South Africa during the '80s. He stroys native plants, mining the natu-
taught, in English, high school level ral environment. The only way to pre-
math to students. Dr. Hammack had serve the natural environment is to rid 
the fortunate experience of working · the area of the air potato plants. The 
in a rural area, while taking time to volunteers gathered bags upon bags 
travelindifferentvicinitiesofthec0tm- · of air potatoes, while enjoying are- . 
try. 
Each of the volunteers recom-
_mended that those interested in the 
program, who have a sense of ideal-
ism and want to lend a helping hand, 
· seek more information and apply. 
The former volunteers admitted that 
the work was difficult, but added that 
it was extremely rewarding. For 
more information, check out the 
. Peace Corps web site: 
http://www.peacecorps.gov I 
home.html. -
freshing day at the park. 
· N.A.T.U.R.E. has meetings ev-
. -ery other Thursday at 5: 15 in the con-
ference room at the Flight Deck. The 
dub strives to educate and inform stu-
dents about different issues that per-
tain to the environment, and to ·advo-
cate and demonstrate positive and 
productive activities for the environ-
ment. 
If you are interested in more in-
formation about the club, come to a 
meeting or contact Jennifer at 
whitesel@nova.edu. 
NSU Students can 
advertise for free 
in the Knight 
: Newspaper. 
Contact Jason for 
more information 
x -8461 
Join a Fu Place to Wor1 
CLUIJAVA IUSIC CAFE 
%51 ~tWt~· 0J t ~r tJh ;"ti · -
Sm.:q>At! [ip. ·m~ ~· RRqaf~ 
Seek Mature, Reliable, Flexible. 
. Hard Working Honest 
Applicants FT /PT. Opening for 
Associates, Servers, Shift 
Leaders & Asst. Mgr. 
a, 10 $l50 tJ Bout 
TDillrt . . . IDCIIIHsfms 
A.pply in Person 
954·34&3178 
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Earth Zoo raised six sons, two daugh-
ters, and provided food for 
from cover page 
the region bring in fruits, vegetables, 
and meats to sell in the outdoor mar-
ket and it's the place where the par-
ents go to buy food for the week. 
· . The Basilica and 
the Virgin of the Holy Waters 
The physical center of Bafios is 
also its spiritual heart. Inside the Black 
Basilica is a highly prized ( and adored) 
collection of murals that describe lo-
cal miracles attributed to the Virgin_ of 
the Holy Waters, the area's spiritual 
protector. This is the c·enter for major 
pilgrimages at Easter and in October, 
when the town holds an annual cel-
ebration in her honor. The streets burst 
alive with music, dancing, and drink-
mg. 
Throughout the week but particu-
larly on weekends,· scores of sojourn-
ers with physical afflictions make their 
way to the church to find healing from 
the Virgin. They seek to be blessed 
by the holy water that can only be 
found trickling from a fountain in a 
back vestibult:. Others line up in front 
of the Basilica on Sunday mornings 
asking for alms and gifts. Crutches 
from the healed are displayed along 
the walls of the chur~h to corroborate 
the miracle of the divine intervention. 
From a promontory point outside 
Bafios, overlooking the Rio Pistaza 
Valley in Ecuador, one can see the tor-
rential Rio Pistaza River cuttingjts way 
through the Andean cloud forest on its 
way to join the Amazon River in nearby 
Brazil. This is where you can see the 
end of the world. 
For thousands of miles looking 
eastward, a deeper green vegetation · 
dominates the landscape, brushed with 
dramatic clouds that sometimes cloak 
sections of the forest in a manner of 
minutes, only to disappear as rapidly 
as they appeared. City life and its con- · 
veniences diminish and the struggle to 
survive dominates. - The~tropical 
rninforest dominate·s except where 
man has decimated the land for fann-
ing, gold, and oil. 
Along with man's intrusion comes 
the consequences of human domina-
tion. As rainforest areas become de-
pleted, wildlife suffers immediately. 
Because of the complexity of food 
webs and trophic levels in the tropical 
rainforest ecosystem, displaced ani-
mals cannot simply move next door and 
begin eating a n~ighbor's food supply. · 
Competition results in death or injury 
either from another animal or from hu-
mans who still kill or capture animals 
for profit in the·exotic.pet trades, or 
worst their skins. 
There are many that try to make 
a difference. Few succeed. But, there 
is one man who is quietly using his en-
trepreneurial skills to save the hurt, in-
jured, sick, and/or displaced animals 
of the Cloudforest in the Amazonia 
area ofEcµador. 
Ecozoologico San Martin 
For the past 25 years, Orlando 
Vega has worked to save many: spe-
cies that comprise Ecuador's'biologi-
cal wealth. Until 1992, heprivately 
worked with the local community of 
Dominican priests in caring for hurt 
and sick animals brought to be res-
cued. 
On August 7, 1992, Vega re-
ceived a blessing from the Dominican 
Fathers and permission from the 
Instituto Ecuatoriano Forestaly de Ar-
eas Naturales y Vida Silvestre -
(INEF AN) to ~ormally operate a ref-
the inhabitanh 
Ecozooecological San 
Martin Zoological 
Gardens. In the 
early nineties, he 
purchased six hect-
ares ofland on the 
east side of the Rio 
Pistaza Valley. 
This is the 
place where the 
infinite emerald 
vastness of the 
Amazonia 
Cloudforest can 
be viewed, occa-
sionally hidden by 
the clouds that roll 
in and out of the 
area. At an eleva-
. tion of 5500', this 
land is part of a rugged 
canyon wall formed thou-
sands of years ago by the dominating 
Tungurahua Volcano and the eroding 
force of the Rio Pistaza River. It is a 
perfect location of natural homes f?r 
dozens of displac~d animal species of 
the Cloudforest. 
Orlando Vega is a homegrown, 
self-educated naturalist who works 
with local governmental and educa-
tional institutions to work for the pro-
tection and preservation of Ecuador-
ian animals. Over the past few years, 
his collection has grown to nearly one 
hundred different species of mammals, 
birds~ and reptiles. 
The first animal given to him and 
the Dominican brothers in 1978 was 
uge to harbor animals from Amazonia, a jaguar. The animal came from a no-
thereby creating the Ecozoologico San · madic circus transecting the Andes. It 
Martin. He possesses the only license arrived in a very small box along-and . 
to operate a private zoological garden was badly abused. "It was in terrible 
in Ecuador. · condition, near death and the owner 
. Orlando Vega is a balsa wood wanted to sell," according to Orlando 
carver. Throughout the past quarter of Vega, "So, I purchased him with my 
a century, Vega has carved balsa wood balsa money twenty years ago. The 
birds and animals of the cloud forest. animal was full of dis~ase and para-
The quality of his work is known sites with his canine teeth removed}' 
throughoutthehemisphereandisdis- Now, 31 years old, Sparky is,in ex-
tributed in the U.S. and Puerto Rico. cellenthealth,butwoulddieifreleased 
The income from these carvings has to the Cloud Forest. 
. Another jaguar, Shenna, was an 
abused resident of a jungle lodge lo-
cated on the Rio Napo River. She be-
came too difficult to handle and re-
cently given to Vega. There are hopes 
for an offspring. -
· Shasha in a Puma. Originally 
found a 3000 meters in the Andes, her 
- deep red coloring differs from her 
counterparts of the lower elevations. 
She was a pet in a private home since 
birth. When she grew up too big, she 
was given to the zoo. 
The Spectacled Bear is an en-
dangered species. Five have been 
brought to the zoo, two from Cotapaxi 
Province. Two bear brothers and a 
brother and sisters were captured as 
cubs by an Andean family and again, 
grew up and were, given to the zoo. 
One of the owners gave them to a 
priest as a sacred gift, he had to feed 
them by hand and a baby bottle. Each . 
bear has a distinct personality, even in 
its markirtgs. Juanito has two white 
patches over his eyebrows and is the 
largest while he Juanita is less spec-
tacled, but more striped. 
..,. 
Toy Stash Bash Mr. Nova Knight 
· · , from cover page . · _ . . . 
by Leigh DeMarco 
. Contributing Writer · 
The Pre-Medicine, Pre-Phar-
macy and Pre-Dental Societies pre-
sented "Toy Stash Bash" on Saturday 
night, December 2, at the Flight Deck 
from 8 p.m. to midnight. This toy drive 
was meant to celebrate the holidays by 
collecting toys and donations to distrib-
ute to the Child Victim Center in 
Broward on January 27. Games, food, 
dancing, prizes and a chance to hang 
- out were included to make the event 
fun and festive for the holidays. 
A holiday theme ofblue, red, sil-
ver, green, gold, garland and twinkle 
lights covered the Flight Deck. The box 
- oftoys overflowed, totaling 256 col- . 
lected toys! 
DJ, Leo Lopez, played music of 
different genres, but played mostly club 
music. 
"Leo kept the party alive by cre-
ating a fun atmosphere throughout the 
whole night. We especially thank hini· 
for donating his time," said Stephanie 
Cruz, junior and President of Pre-Med. 
Games included Holiday Jeop-
ardy and a frozen tee-shirt contest. 
Holiday Jeopardy was patterned after 
thetelevision game show complete with 
· a final Jeopardy round, but using only 
holiday topics ranging from reindeers 
to history. The frozen tee-shirt contest, 
in keeping with the cold of winter idea, 
had only one rule: be the first towear 
the frozeri tee-shirt:-
"H o liday Jeopardy had a only a 
few minor problems, but everyone had 
a great till)e, while the frozen tee-shirt 
contest was hysterical," said Leigh 
DeMarco, freshman and President of 
Pre-Pharmacy. 
- A pool tournament _lasted for 
about an hour between the advisors of 
Pre-Pharmacy and Pre-DentaL The 
teams included Dr. Slianbhag, advisor 
ofPre-Pharniacy, against another team 
with Dr. Hammack, advisor of Pre-
Dental. 
"The whole atmosphere was 
great. Everyone really seemed to en-
joy themselves," said Chris Drennen, 
sophomore and President of Pre-Den-
tal. "And don't forget, we won the pool 
game," Drennen continued. 
Alberto Panero were the three final- Alberto, a strange Got Blood shirt from 
ists. After the first round of applause, Lorenz, a little singing from Collin, and 
it was apparent Alberto had won with more prizes than anyone could ever 
major help from.the back row. Pecu- want from the raffle, D Phi E pulled 
liarly, Alberto was not one of finalists off a fun, entertaining, and profitable 
in the last round, which is decided by · event - both for them and the many 
how much money the audience places . raffle winners in the audience. · The . 
in-each contestant's bucket. Looks proceeds they collected went to Cys-
like the back row should have puttheir tic Fibrosis and Anorexia N ervosa 
money where their mouths were. foundations; so not only were people 
Other contest;mts included: Carl · having a good time, they were helping 
Osterman, Rem Dog, Lorenz de people who need it. 
Barros, Collin Jones, Chad · 
Woshinsori, and Casey 
Jorgenson. It was a small 
group compared to previ-
ous years, but definitely the 
most entertaiping. 
After the money in the 
buckets was counted, 
· Roger Roa came in third 
place, Carl Osterman in 
second, and Collin Jones in 
first. With Joe's birthday 
suit, Remy's Spiderman 
suit, the cute Poo Bear 
stuffed animal slippers from 
Jhe Xnighf Xewspaper 
•7!JJishes 0veryone !he·:J"Jesf oj 
Buck on :lina/s 
~ 
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ex 
by Piper Griff -
Editor-in;.Chief 
SASA (Social Acfion Social 
Awareness) held their first coffeehouse 
on November 28th. The FlightDeck 
was filled with incredible treats, hot 
_ drinks and a positive ambiance no one 
could ignore. The small group of about 
fifteen gathered to speak openly about 
gender and sex. Dr. Waites and D~. 
Ferriss, two professors in the gender 
studies program, led a discussion that 
was filled with insight and personal 
views from all those who attended. 
At about 7:40 pm a crossword 
puzzle of gender-related words was 
passed around the group. Giggles and 
glory could be heard from the partici-
pants as each slowly but surely marked 
in their gendered words. But, the dis-
. . 
cussion really began when different 
ideas about sexual identity and specifi-
James S. Sheeter 
MD., FA. C.E.P. 
Medical Director 
Board Certified 
Emergency Medicine 
• • • e 
cally sexual preference began. The ality were 
group resolved that it seems sexual topics as 
preference must only be announced well. The -
when it i~ different from the norm. As d i a 1 o g u e 
such, mostaspects of one's self that are ended with 
consideredinferiortothenormmustbe Dr. Waites 
expressed. Just as someone of a mi- speaking about 
nority often feels as though their minor- sexuality and 
's 
ity needs to be acknowledged because the changes ev-
society refers to the difference as infe- eryone expen-
rior, individuals with different sexual ences as we grow 
preferences other than heterosexuality and take in new infor-
feel the same. mation. 
The conversation continued with , Overall, the dis-
questions and ideas about the physical cussion went wonderfully. 
act of sex related to self-esteem and the No one seemed awkward 
a 
frequency of people speaking about sex. or hostile toward the topics, 
Reference to ideas about the sociobio- _ which can often be the case 
logical standpoint of men and women when individuals have _conversa- · 
being placed into these sexually tions about sex and gender. _ 
gendered roles because of their physi- SASA was very pleased with the 
cal framework was also touched upon. event and hopes to plan another cof-
Masturbation and the repression of sexu- feehouse early next semester. If any-
one is interested in learn-
ing more about SASA you can email 
SASA@.list.nova.edu. 
Why wait In A Busy Emergency Room? 
URGE~T FAMILY CARE, INC 
PROMENADE -WEST SHOPPING CENTER 
2337 S. University Drive • Davie· 
Next to the Longhorn Steakhouse _ 
Call: (954) 236-9101 
Wa,l:k-ln e-e,nte,r foir lliff9,r ll:me'f''9&n,eteis 
1\1,o A ,pip-o ,i!ntme;n-t 11,eoe,s:s,airy 
~Dr. Massod Jallali, 
D.P.M Podiotry 
• Podiat,-ic . 
Orthopedic Surgery 
• School _ Physicals Office Hours 
• Sports Medicine 
• Diabetic Foot and 
Wound care • Camp Physicials -
• Work Physicals 
Urg"°nl Cal!t 
,./ .Pa:mil'r ' _,,g· 
Me<l~iae 
/ p - At· fru ,...,. ·· owa.,.; 
../ Pltysi•al 
Theral)>y 
Monday-Friday· 
_. 9 - 8 
Saturday 
9 - 5 
Worker Compensation Injury Manage_ment •Most Insurance Accepted 
Personal Injury and Slip & Fall 1·njury Care 
• • Family Health Care S H bl- • Podiatry 
• Physical Therapy e a . a • Laboratory Services 
Noel J. Mora, MD. 
Board Certified 
Family Medicine 
• Massage Therapy E _ - I • On Site X-Ray -~ 
• Occupational Therapy Sp an O • -Immunizations 
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NSU's Environmental Pre-Med Society's "Small 
Studies Program announces World'' Festival A Success 
. . 
its 2001_ Spring Trip 
Press Release 
March 1-8, 2001, a group of stu- Our plan is to assess the damage that 
dents and faculty from the college will was done by this 'evacuation" All NSU 
· travel to Bafios, Ecuador for a 7 day faculty, staff, and stu,dents are invited 
program studying the biodiversity of to participate. · 
the Amazonia Cloud Forest. Students 
can also earn 3 credits by enrolling in 
GEOG 2910 - · Cloudforest 
Biodiversity. Bafios is the home to 
. NSU's Biodiversity Program, directed 
by Dr. Barry W. Barker. According . 
to Barker, "one of the reasons from 
traveling to Ecuador this spring is to 
access the damage done by th~ 
Tunguhuara Volcano that erupted last 
summer. All of the animals in the San 
Martin Zoological Garden were 
evacuated and sent throughout Ecua-
dor. Most haye now been returned. 
by Leyda Su Ham 
Contributing Writer 
· A variety of ethnic foods, music, 
and fun impromptu entertainment char-
acterized the Pre-Med Society's first 
ever "Small World".Festival at West 
Brnward Care Nursing Home on 
_Broward Boulevard and University . 
Drive. Held on November 191\ the 
event was aimed at providing senior 
citizens an early Thanksgiving celebra-
tion. It also gave Pre-Med members · . event, however, was not just limited to 
the opportunity to volunteer for a wor- providing this special Thanksgiving meal 
thy cause, whileleamingaboutgeriat- for the residents. Several Pre-Med 
ncs. · members helped liven up the event by 
Residents at the nursing ho!lle 
looked curiously as Pre-Med members 
prepared for the event. But it was soon 
obvious to determine what was going 
<?n as trays of delicious and authentic 
displaying their creative talents. Enter-
tainment included Latin dances, a mar-
tial arts p_eiformance, and even a sing-
ing presentation by Pre-Med members. 
----------------------------,1 ethnic dishes were placed on the tables 
. As the event approached its conclusion, . 
the residents showed their appreciation 
by giving Pre-Med members many 
heartfelt thanks. Equally important, Pre-
Med members were given the oppor-
tunity to learn about geriatrics and were 
provided a tour of the facility. The Small 
World festival definitely made a differ-
ence the P~e-Med Society hopes to im-
prove and continue this important vol-
unteer project in the future. In the 
meantime, for any one who is interested 
in becoming involved and doing some 
worthwhile volunteer work, feel free to 
email · Pre-Med Society at 
premedsociety@nova.edu. Even if 
you're not a Pre-Med major, 
everyone's welcome. 
Goodbye, Judy! 
On Thursday, December 7, members o_fthe Farqllhar Center said 
goodbye to Judy Shulman, who currently serves as anAcdemic Adviser in 
· the Behavioral Sciences Department. Judy began working for NSU in 1984. 
After a short hiatus, she returned to the University where she worked, first, 
as an Admissions Counselor and, most recently, as an adviser. A friend to all, · 
Judy is an accomplished musician, who plays keyboard at the annual com-
mencement ceremony. If asked, she will play ·again this year. She will be 
·· sorely missed by all ofher advisees, her colleagues, and the entire Farquhar 
Center community 
· and as the Pre-Med Society decorated 
the home's recreation room with ob-
jects and artifacts representing differ-.· 
ent cultures. A variety .of cultures were 
represented at the festival, including 
many from the Caribbean, the Ameri-
cas, Europe, and Asia. In fact, the fes-
tival truly showed the.diversity in the 
Pre-Med Society and collectively, how 
far we have indeed come since the first 
Thanksgiving in this country. 
As the festival kicked off, Pre-
Med members distributed food and 
drinks to the senior citizens. They also 
talked and accompanied the residents . 
as they munched on the food. The 
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Five Dumb 
, , -
Blondes: ''Oh 
What a Day!'' 
_ by Dee Wright 
Contributing Writer inhospitable service p€rson ever. She 
pointed to where she wanted us to sit, 
I have always been fascinated by she sat as sh_e took our order, and slie 
the dynamics of female relationships, argued with us and bas1cally was not 
sisterhood and cliques/groups. It worth the 15% of gratuity. Well,we 
seems that every time I think I find a endured the cruel and unusual punish.:. 
- particular group common thread, it is ment and not one of us complained. 
not the one thing that holds them fo-_ Yet, when we left she politely returned 
gether. Especially today when the fe- the tip that we left behind and made us 
male hormones rage in a wide range - feel like $% * ! As if? 
of emotions: from sedate to happy to We all walked out of the restau-
being a complete bitch, all in the space rant feeling the pits, all of us question-
of ten minutes. ingwhatwedidwrong. Wefinallycame 
So, I thought to myself what keeps to the conclusion that even though we 
us all close knit, supportive and well, were bitchy to each other we are never 
together? - rude to other people.' It was then that I 
It ~as one of those hellish Fridays. - realized, that female cliques and rela-
Veronica, Karen and I have lab in the _ tionships are not held together by some 
morning .and then class begins at2: 10. strong innate force, instead they are held 
Who in the world rnClde the schedule together by our willingne_ss to bitch to 
this semester? Anyway, the whole fact each other, bitch about each other and 
that lab took three hours on a Friday about others. -
morning was 4orrid, then to make it lfyou:dliketoshareyouradvice 
evenmorehorrificwehaveclassinthe or comments,,, send email to 
middle of nap time. Of course, to make deeewright@hotmail.com 
itevenworse, wewereallpms'ing. In ' Stay poised for my friend 
_ fact it got so bad that Karen said that Veronica's Beau Part II. 
instead of"Spin City" our lab bench 
. _ was a "Bitch City." 
So, since we all felt 'crappy, on 
our-two-hour lunch break we decided 
to have retail therapy i.e. we went 
shopping. N othiiig Iike shopping to 
make the spirit and the .heart soar, as 
-well as make one's bank balance de-
cline. All satisfied after spending our 
"disco" money we decided we wanted 
to eat big, and end the day with a bang. 
,. We headed down to Miramar to~· 
my favorite Jamaican-Chinese Restau- . 
rant and it seemed that our spirits were 
lifted; However, when we got there, _ 
we inherited the most belligerent and __ 
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Phantom of the Opera is 
. ,,-· 
Hypnotic · .. 
his place so he 
by Caleb Kennedy 
Staff Writer 
can be near 
Christine. The 
· trap fails and the 
The Phantom o_fthe Opera tour .Phantom •takes 
is making a brief stop at the Broward Christine to his 
Center for Performing Arts. The play lair. Raoul finds · 
has won 20 major theatre ·awards in- Christine and 
eluding 2 Olivier Awards, an Evening The Phantom 
Standard Award, 7~.Tony Awards (in~ makes h~r 
eluding Best Musical) 7 Drama Desk choos~ between 
Awards ,and 3 Outer Critic Circle them. Christine · 
Awards. chooses Raoul 
The_stunning play begins many and the play 
years after the events at the ,Opera: A ends. · 
mysterious individual known as the 
The Phantom of the Opera is haunting 
the Opera. He falls in love with Chris-
tine Daae a stage girl and secretly en-
courages her to practice her singing. 
He leads Christine to his secret lair 
where he is revealed as the disfigured 
Phantom. The Phantom starts de-
manding that Christine be given the 
lead role. She has performed well be-
fore as the lead female character. The 
producers of the play do not follow 
the Phantom's wishes so he causes a 
chandelier to fall during the play. Chris-
tine meanwhile falls in love with Raoul, 
· a nobleman she knew when she was 
younger. They become engaged. The 
Phantom wants the managers of the 
opera to perform his play. They con-
sent because they believe they will be 
able to trap and capture the Phantom. 
The Phantom kills an actor and takes 
This production was 
magnificent. The excep-
tional music by Andrew 
Lloyd Webber keeps the 
musical running smoothly. 
This musical is brilliant and 
this reviewer doesn't have 
any criticism to offer. lndi-. 
viduals who have never 
seen the musical should be · 
advised to learn the gist of 
the play to avoid confusion. 
Her.e are some quick 
stats on the Phantom of the 
Opera that were obtained 
from the Phantom of the 
Opera website. It has 
played in 18 countries in 
96 cities around the world 
to over 58 million people 
grossing over £ 1.3 billion 
worldwide. The Phantom's. 
make-up takes 2 
hours to put on and 
3 0 minutes to take -
off. The face is 
m o i s t ur i z e d , 
The Phantom Makes a Cameo Apperance at the 
Masquerade · , 
closely shaved and the pros-
The Phantom Looking On 
thetics are fitted, setting imme- volved in each performance. Each per- . 
diately, before 2 wigs, 2 radio formance has 230 costumes,_ 14 dress-
microphones and 2 contact ers, 120 automated cues, 22 s~ene 
lenses ( one white an_d one changes, 281 candles and uses 2 50 
clouded) are placed. There kg of dry ice and 10 fog and smoke 
are 130 cast, crew and or~ machines. 
chestra members d!rectly in-
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' Movie Mistakes: Merry 
by Erika Diaz When Ralphie's dad comes in af-
. Layout Editor - ter finding his Buick has frozen over-
. _ night, he tosses his hat onto the dining 
Well, this is it ladies and gentle- room table. It tumbles onto a chair 
men~ This is the last issue of The next to the table. The nexttime you 
Knight before Christmas Vacation. see the table, the hat has made its way 
On that note, I'd like to wish you all a to the table-top. 
happy whatever-you-celebrate. Hav-
ing said that, it's time to commenc.e 
the picking: 
The Santa Clause 
~en Tim Allen first puts on the 
Santa suit, and goes into the house 
where the little girl is lying on the couch 
waiting for him, they talk. She has her 
two front teeth missing. The next year 
when he is really Santa, he goes back 
to her house, and she is waiting-on the 
couch for him again. She still has the 
same two front teeth missing. 
When Tim Allen slips on his 
snow-covered roof, you can see the 
"snow" wrinkle as he slides. 
Scrooge (19 51) 
On Christmas morning he starts 
to jump around saying the spirits did 
their work in one-night. He looks into . 
the mirror to see ifhe is still alive And 
if you look closely, you can see a pro-
duction person caught by the camera. 
This happens whenever he looks into 
the mirror. · · 
A Christmas Story 
Scott Farkas, the bully, wears 
braces. Problem is, the stick-on 
braces he's wearing didn't become 
available until the 1970s. 
Gremlins (It's got a Christmas 
setting. It counts!) . 
, . In the scene where the cop car 
flips over,ifyou pay attention, you can 
see a metal plate welded under the car 
that helps it flip over. 
When the policemen get back 
into their car, the gremlin has let the 
fluid out of the brakes. The policemen 
drive off, but can't stop. Remarkably, 
however, they seem to have no trouble 
in the next scene stopping car and 
turning left. 
In the first shot of the hi-tech 
phone box, behind it on the right is the 
time machine from the fihn, The Time 
Machine. There are people standing 
around it, while it ~tarts to spin. In the 
next shot of it, it is gone .. 
Home Alone 
~en Joe Pesci places his hand 
on the red hot doorknob on the front 
door of Kevin's house, he places his 
hand on the doorknob sideways. Af-
ter he sticks his hand in the snow, he 
looks at his hand and the letter M that 
was burned into his hand is straight up 
and down, not sideways as it should 
be based on how he grabbed the door-
knob. 
When Kevin is home alone, the 
phone lines are broken, so how could 
he order the pizza from Little Ne~o 's? 
When Kevin is remembering 
what his relatives have said to him, he 
remembers his brother saying some-
thing about feeding Kevin to his ta-
rantula. Kevin's brother never said 
that. · 
When Kevin's mother realizes 
she's forgotten her son and decides to 
return, she takes a plane, but the plane 
which arrives later at Chicago Airport call from his brother Harry, he tosses 
is totally different. the wreath on a table behind him and 
HomeAlone2 
In the first film, Kevin says that 
he's 8 years old at the checkout 
counter in the grocery store. However, 
in this film, at the hotel counter scene, 
he says he's 10. When his parents are 
in the Miami airport ~ecurity office, -
they say .that he was left alone last 
Christmas. That would make him 9. 
-
When Kevin is throwing bricks 
from the top of the apartment note the 
position of the gym bag beside Marv 
-- it is in the wrong place during one 
of the cutaway scenes between Marv 
and Kevin. 
When Kevin first enters the ho-
tel, he is told that to get to the lobby 
he should go straight ahead and tum 
left. The next shot shows him turning 
right into the lobby. 
HomeAlone3 
picks up the phone. In the next sec-
ond, the wreath is back on his arm. 
Bailey Building & Loan is on the 
second floor. There is only ONE en-
trance, and it has stairs. How does -
wheelchair-bound Mr. Potter get up 
there? The old codger who p_ushes him . 
around couldn't do it! 
In the scene at . the party for 
Harry and his new bride, when Uncle 
Billy is three sheets to the wind and is 
leaving, there is a crashing sound. Dur- ~ 
ing the shooting of the scene, some-
one dropped the film reel containers. 
They kept it in and made it sound like 
he had run in to the trash cans - great · 
ad libbing! 
Reindeer Games 
When Gabriel's goons first attack _ 
Rudy in the motel room, Merlin is 
standing on his right and the other guy 
(can't remember his name) is on his 
left. They then show Gabrief and when 
they show Rudy again, the goons have 
switched sides. 
When Gabriel is using Rudy as a 
human dartboard, he throws two darts 
in him, one in the chest, and one in the 
is looking for the chip, he rips the car . · shoulder. A few secon.ds later, Rudy 
apart across the street in Mrs. Hess's slumps forward and there is a dart in 
house. He doesn't find it. About five his back, which is impossible since he 
At one point, Kevin's mother gets 
an audible page. When she looks at 
the display to see the number, you can 
clearly see that the pager is set to "si-
lent." 
When the leader of the robbers 
was sittip.g with his back against the 
wall. · 
minutes later, the parrot is riding the 
car into the snow fort and again in the 
house. · In the trailer, there is a scene 
. where Rudy jumps over a sort of can-
It's A Wonderful Life yon and hangs on the end on the other 
Clare.nee tells George that his side while Gabriel takes aim. This 
brother died at the age of 9 -because scene never appeared in the movie. It 
he wasn't there to save him from fall- _ must have been cut for some reason. 
ing through the ice, but when you see . It's interesting to note that Isaac 
the tombstone, it shows Harry Bailey Hayes has a very minor role in the 
was born in 1911 and died in 1919. movie as the guy who notices the 
That would :piake Harry only 8 years roaches in the food in prison. Kelso 
old. from That 70 s Show is also in the 
. In a scene near the end of the movie as the guy Rudy swaps clothes 
movie, George enters the Building and with to use him-as a decoy'. 
Loan with a Christmas wreath on his 
arm. On hearing that he has-a phone 
~ 
I 
Unbreakable Lives Up · 
' . 
To ·TheName 
by Caleb Kennedy 
StaffWriter 
Unbreakable is a 
great movie. This film was 
written and directed by M. 
Night Shyamalan whose 
last film, The Sixth Sense, 
won an Academy Award. 
The plot of this 
movie is based on the 
premise that the superhu-
man powers of comic 
book heroes are based on 
humans with above aver-
age abilities. David Dunn 
(Bruce Willis) is the only 
, survivor of a catastrophic 
train wreck and he sur-
vived unscathed. His mar-
riage is falling apart. His 
wife means to take advan-
tage of this miracle by trying to re- his father. Elijah's insidious theory be~ 
store their marriage. gins to emerge as the only way.of ex-
. David's existence changes dra- plaining David's unusual abilities.1)1.e 
matically after meeting Elijah Price . viewer learns that the car accident that 
· (Samuel L. Jackson). Elijah Price is a supposedly broke David's leg and 
unique man who suffers from a rare ·ended his football career did not oc-
bone disease, which causes his bones cur. David used the accident to leave 
to have a low density andbreak easily. football so he couldmarry·Megan who 
Elijah spentyears in hospitals recover- was adamantly opposed to him playing 
ing from broken bones and became an the sport. 
avid comic book aficionado. This movie was excellent. 
~ Elijah has also spent many' years . Unbreakable hasJhe feel of an older 
of his life looking for a man such as movie and not that of a contempo-
David wh,o has high bone density and rary film. the film about a man with 
survived a horrific accident. Elijah poses - superhuman abilities doesn't rely on 
the seemingly innocuous question, "How action and special effects to carry the 
many days of your life have you been film but on dialogue and in this way it 
sick?" David cannot recall when.he was seems like a throwback film. The 
last sick but he refuses to accept the movie takes a while to unfold as it 
unlikely'hypothesis that he has abilities . has the feel of a much longer movie. 
that average humans do not have. Bruce Willis was cast perfectly in this 
· Davidcannotdisregardthehypothesis role as a doubtful superhero that 
because he inexplicably cari bench comes to accept his fate. Samuel L. 
press massive amounts of weight, and ·· Jackson also gives a great perfor-
he senses what people have done or mance as ·a man who while suffering 
are carrying with them. a rare bone condition lets his rage 
David's son Jeremy readily .be- consume him in his search for his al-
- lieves the improbable theory ofElijah ter ego. Go see this movie right,,away 
because of his childlike adoration of . if you haven't already. . 
• 
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· The first Annual [£]•Business Plan 
Compebbon for South Florida. 
wwwJ1u.edu/ Nnetb12 
• Grand prize team wins $15"000. 
• Winning teams wm ·be announced March 9! 2001. 
• Minimum of two team members must be 
graduate students now enrolled at an accredited 
university in Souttr Florida. . 
Let us know ff you'd like to be a team coach or a 
Challenge sponsor! To learn more or to request a 
Challenge Kit. vistt our web site or call 
(305). 348-4227. 
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Radio X History 
. 
NSU Radio X was formed in Au- NSU Radio X began broadcast-
gust of 1990 to provide an opportu- ing on 88.5 FM in September 1998. 
nity :for Nova Southeastern students · NSU Radio X focuses on playing cut-
to gain knowledge and experience in ting edge music, as well as featuring 
radio broadcasting. After five years of specialty shows seven days a week. 
negotiations, NSU and the Broward Radio Xis a voice in the community 
County School Board agreed upon a because along with introducing new 
contract allowing NSU Radio to music to listeners, it also provides lo-
broadcast on 88.5 FM on their off cal and world news, weather reports, 
hours after 7PM. sports updates and NSU news. 
Update on Radio X 
• ~dio X willl now be seen m the Knight in thetheir 
UJllCOming issues. 
• Youean tuneinon8i.5 FMat?pmuntil 
Where YOU can hear your favorite musk and our great DJ's. 
• Any comments or questions call 1JS at 
262-8457 or email us at www:nsuratdio .. com 
• Radio Xhas just added toilaeir staff~h~one Mdings 
Ptiolic 'Relations Director and she is also the ~ost of the new show 
Wonnation Bxo'hange that can behear<l 7pm every mgnt on 88.5 :lfm. 
• Change of schedule so cheek out new DJs and hear 
teur favorite DJ atthenew_ti:m.es and hours. 
• The looal show is every TI1u1tSclay between the homs of8,.9)pm 
L · · . . . . L . . ·. . . · 1-~-.l b· .. A..,. t,.,..; ' • . ' · · ' . . .~ .,l .. ,;1,..-..,.,. ,,i., wuere you,cannear yowr 'WUl · anw. 1:JC11!lg mterv:1ew(M on uro urui.o. 
~ ~ 
Staff Profile 
NAME: Colin Hurley 
. BIRTHPLACE: La Crosse, Wisconsin 
SCHOOLING: Graduating third year psychology student 
BEEN A DJ SINCE: The fall of 1998 
SHOW NAME: Formally called Metal Massacre, currently unnamed 
POSITION: News/Sports Director and DJ . 
MUSIC TYPE: Hard rock, metal, black metal, and hardcore 
FAVORITE BANDS: Morbid Angel, Carcass, Gwar, Tool, 
God forbid, Cradle of Filth, Shai Hulud, and Lungbrush 
EMAIL: Colin@nsuradio.com 
NSU's Radio X Schedule of Shows 88.5 FM 
7pmto 
9pm 
9pmto 
11pm 
11pm to 
1am 
1am to 
3am 
SUNDAY 
Kate 
Joe 0. 
Crazy Joe's 
Show 
(Contemporar 
y Blues Rock) 
Ace Von Vikki 
Ace's Place 
a 
-
MONDAY TUESDAY 
• . 
Dan Colin 
.. 
JasonB. DJ Kid 
Modern Rock DJ Kid's Block 
Countdown Party 
· & Retro Inferno 
(Latin Music) (Reggae) 
Victor DJ C .smooth 
El Sol De , .. Caribbean 
Medianoche Superblend 
- Frank DJ First 
~ 
Xtra large 
WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 
Stephanie Shawn Jenocyde Dino 
The Stage The Free For 
' All 
Local Show 8-
9pm . 
-
(Breakbeats & Trance) 
-· 
Josh ·shawn Double Negative 
Indie Air Doron Destinations 
... 
(Punk, Hardcore, (from ABBA to (Trance & (Oldies) 
·Emo) Zappa) Eurodance) 
Isabelle Doron · DJ Leeor Marty 
Follow My Eurobeats Professor of 
Beats .. Oldies 
(Progressive House & Trance) 
Phil Cap DJTommyC Rex 
"I want to jam Friday Night The Source: 
with you" Club Trax 
.. 
Wreckshop 
Radio 
~ . 
• 
\I:' 
(..:-,,, 
Sports 1Triton· s· SteS::: ar1,: 
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0. fj·: h.,  
~. Barry 
Takes 
Another 
fromNSU 
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Ill 
by Dan Grenier 
StatIWriter - Kn, -- . h. __ 1g . ts . 
~ ,tj::::"J :: !I by ~:::::;Writer.· 
• 
National Football 
League 
The Miami Dolphins are sitting 
pretty at the top of the AFC, tied with 
Oakland at 10-3. The Dolphins 
should be considered Super Bowl con-
tenders, since their only losses have 
come to the Jets (twice) who may not 
make the playoffs, and against the Vi-
kings, the best team in the NFC. The 
Dolphins manhandled the Buffalo Bills, 
proving they can dominate a game in 
all aspects. The 'Fins took control of 
the game early with precise passing · 
from Jay Fielder, and then put the game 
away in the second half with the con-
stant running of Lamar Smith. The 
Dolphins only committed few mistakes 
on the day, including a fumble on a 
handoff from Fielder to Smith. How-
ever, the Dolphins have to cqntinue to 
play at the top of their game in order 
. to obtain a first round bye for the play- , 
offs and possibly ho~e field advan-
tage in the AFC. 
National Basketball 
Association 
1'., , n · 1.!! M · , 1'., · • wJt y1e:m u l"filhiaum 
€JtJQtpb.uaig Wdter 
due to injury, it is very difficult to over-
- come such an obstacle. Mourning 
would have been the elite center in the 
league, possibly only behind Lakers 
- big man Shaquille O'Neal, who 
h k b
. 
11 
. . fu. 
11 
Mourning has finished in front of in 
T e bas et a season 1s m MVP u· · t 'T'1-.-. H t 
. . . . vo ng m pas seasons. .1 nc; ea 
gear, and the season looks exc1tmg. . d- th · · · fu d t · c d · 
. use e1r mJury n o sign e nc 
Well, at least the Western Conference - C b 11 . h ·11 h full ·d . . . e a os, w ow1 ope yprov1 e 
looks exc1ting. The East does not have · ·· ff th b h ,... th 
. some scormg o e enc .ior e -
anywhere near the quality of the teams H t -
in the West, where the champion is ex- ea · 
pected to come from either the Lak-
ers, Portland, Utah, or San Antonio. 
Locally, the Miami Heat is suffering 
through a poor season. As much as _ 
the team does not want to make ex-
cuses, the season's woes are prima-
rily due to the absence of center Aloi:izo 
Mourning. When such a player is lost 
National Hockey 
League 
Not much can be said here. The 
Panthers are a pathetic disappo~nt-
ment. The team has failed to regain 
-the form that lead them to the Stanley 
follfl'€:U ·takinn tltg ltnif·a.<:kt& Ut)) bv O'.ll'e. . . 
" ·. · e, - P . 1f -l "~ '' 1 • • th 
eutwill 12-seee>n~ leJllBolt'ft'tfJ'lefld- 1 During1tsDecember5 game, the 
ittt se:otrtt i~'llida JF·; ltohiit on; :fiI'~lll ; Knights went into the half up by five, 
msi:tte t1ie,atve. N~l.J"s-0:mfijns! tried: to 
I 
but three fast baskets by the Bucs' J a-
:,utswnetMaft:Qt,.-•'t!(t~'e llall odt,j son Junker turned the score and Nova 
t~v~g,tliic<}Lti-ttwil!li;,an,e:rnoi'i:oJ-\t'f.t I S.outheastern's men'_s basketball te~ 
lo!s. "·-.!!~~k,er 1lln!11ll-fea~ \v1it1;i }7 I l~st 7 4-67 · 1:1e loss brin~s th~ Kni~ts 
;JJO'ij]\ts~Jt1•1ke:e:tlmee,;,.Jctmlet$:a»o , to 2-6on the season. Tomght s scormg 
~ ' ,, < " ., /, ,: · ' :. \,, - : -> 1 d fA d 1 - ( h 
,g@~o:-.il'."i hinthtrlttu.~•~w-~t!l~-•e-• uo o n y P att As land, OH) and _ ~ ·.· . .·• . . . . ' . . · A" ;,, I 
~~s~.J!~C2,!(1¥~lw0. sj~ats., -~!j t}Vt?' a;s,- f M_arquise Kiffin (Pe~broke Pine~, FL), 
sis!:s, lrf'e1$'~1a,n- fl J,rt:&!ea l ~t-e , with 15 and 14 pomts respectively, 
fiu·,i • ' ·lffii' :'If ·· .,., • .~ turn d · t · B d nz · (S 
't,~S:s~,,r ~;;i6~s}'a.1~1l.JWasa 1 e moatnoas ran on vveiss t. 
, .~. tlYI~ ·.i:•l!Ns.:~ .. / llt ;1~f '. , .~.-,:.tol';··.•.:._m ~;'1.: :ri Charle_s, IL) c~me in as top score1:_f or 
t,a1m. w~l!fllr ,,ntpJ; tlliroiirt• •I-t~ J the Knights with 16. 
l id #(, " " - .0 ,i.~! ' 'l't' .. t. ~ ... , E - ,1,,4 , ' li~'I' I NSU d h . h g10CN1Si ~~;filJ,f\U,"'J;§llfe\l,Ji~i9j1;F'~t•et,i F't· ~ starte t e game wit a 
;latt\l~_ai:e., :Pt) ¥ej :cr4e-cftlv'\ assids f positive new rhythm and kept the ball 
~~·~~i:r.~oia~llln;ffire,s~~mrt0 ai1' ( moving throughout-the first half. The 
tnlPll~Sl~Etll,. ~c~er,ti'0,sJ1,-1t0 s•teiil. 1 game was tied at 25 with 6 :2 7 left in 
25 Wffll'.JJ1s,. bttJ.tthhtit!'~sit~a-ls•'tmret l the half when the Knights c~me on 
;&1 th(ifrflP~n-n~dl 11 i strong with ~o three-pointers by Platt 
Cup Finals a few years back. Now, 
the team has to play under the cloud 
that their coach may be fired any time . 
due to the poor performance of the 
team. 
-Major League Baseball 
· The only news to report in base-
ball is that the Yankees are on their way 
to buying another World Series by sign-
ing Mike Mussina from the Baltimore 
Orioles. In baseball, only the rich can 
get richer as the poor go nowhere. The 
team's payroll is expected to rise over 
the $100 million dollar mark again, as 
George Steinbrenner will buy whom-
ever he needs to win. 
.• and a coup!e of turnovers by the Bucs. 
By the end of the halfNSU was up by 
five. 
, As the game continued the 
Knights couldn't continue to conn~ct 
while Barry shot 4 7% from the field and 
picked up 28 rebounds. The Bucca-
neers went 
on a 12-1 
run towards 
theendofthe -
second haff 
and . the 
K n ig h ts 
didn't_ have 
enough time 
tb recover. 
Cu-rtis -
Tonge led 
the ·· Bucs 
with 18. 
BASKETBALL 
-.. 
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Business World 
by Dan Grenier 
Staff Writer 
50% down from its all time high. The 
. market is hoping for a good holiday 
season to put some life into the mar".' 
The Bear Market continues to ket, meaning investors hope we spend 
weigh down Wall Street. However, lots of money for the holidays. The 
the hope around Wall Street is that the :· Nasdaq did test the 2600 level, which 
bottom has finally been reached. In was seen as a support level. Once 
the last two weeks, the Dow Jones has · investors saw the Nasdaq reach that 
dropped another 256.33 points land- point, but not fall below it, they began 
ingat 10373.54. During·thesametime, to regain the confidence in the tech 
the Nasdaq lost more ground, 381.90 sector giving it hopes of rebounding. 
points, and is at 2645.29 points. The Though the Nasdaq may not see the 
technology sector has been hit the 5000 level for quite some time, hope 
hardest, as is seen in the decline in the is that the market will finish over 3000 
Nasdaq, which is now down nearly before the end of the year. Investors 
are also hoping that the New Year does the table. 
not bring about the massive selling that General Electric finally named 
was seen at the beginning of 2000. Jeffreylmmeltthesuccessorforretir-
However, after the large sell-off at the ing chairman John F. Welch Jr. Welch 
beginning of 2000, the Nasdaq then had been in control of GE for the past 
reached its all time high of 5200 in two decades, leading the company as 
March. it grew into one of the most powerful· 
Currently in the market several ·and profitable in the country. ' 
companies are fighting over Quaj<er . In major overseas news, Iraq de-
Oats Inc. Other companies, such as cided to stop exporting oil. Iraq de-
Pepsi and Coke, are all interested in mands that buyers of its oil mustpay a 
purchasing the company, mamly to ob- surcharge on the amount of the-oil they 
tain the Gatorade products carried by buy. Iraq is solely imposing this charge 
the company. Pepsi made an offer of in response to the sanctions that were 
roughly $15 billion dollars, but Quaker • levied on them 10 years ago for the 
Oats rejected that offer . . Coke also GulfWar. Currently, Iraq is respon-
made an offer of$16 billion, but the · sible for ex.porting about 5% of the · 
owners of Coke pulled the offer off of world's oil supply. Investors are afraid 
· that any prolonged 
PHOTO .·CONTEST 
suspension of their 
oil exports will 
cause prices to 
rocket back up to 
their highest levels. 
Categories: 
• Artistic -Celebration 
• Emotions · -Nature 
• · Sports -Other 
The .winning photographs ( one winner per category) 
will be decided upon quality, creativity, and how 
well they match the category. . 
Details? Let's be honest, you don't want to stand 
. here forever and read all this. So we'll be quick: 
WHO: N.U.T.s~ ~ Nova Southeastern 
. ·university Theatrical Society 
· WHAT: Photo contest (Don't forget two 
things: It's free and prizes will be given 
away.) 
DEADLINE: Feb •. 5th, 2001; bring it to 
Mailman Building Room # 144 
CONTACT: Melissa@647-1320 or 
nuts@list.nova.edu 
To-participate.fill out the r(!gistration fonn or 
contact NUTS: nuts@list.nova.edu 
A other exciting NU S event!!! 
Many countries 
ate planning on 
using their reserve 
supplies while Iraq 
holds back their 
oil. 
Hopefully, in 
the upcoming 
weeks, the mar-
ket will find some 
strength and re-
gain confidence in 
itself. · The Bear 
Market is hope-
fully over, and the 
Bulls are ready to 
come back. 
These next few 
weeks are going 
to be vital for the 
market. If signifi-
cant gains are 
made, the market 
may correct itsel£ 
However, if the 
market loses 
ground or stays 
the same, themar-
ket may remain 
stalled for quite . 
sometime. ._ 
• 
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20 Classifieds December 13, 2000 
-_NOW HIRING!. --
The following positions are, available in the South Florida-
-area: 
MATH TUTORS ($3000.00/month) _ 
CHEMIS!RY TUTORS ($2000.00/month) 
TEST PREPERATION INSTRUCTORS 
. (FCAT, ACT, SAT, GED, CPT, CLAST) ($300.00/course) 
FRANCHISE MANAGER ($4000.00/month) 
FLYER DISTRIBUTORS (BROWARD ONLY) ($25.00/ 
campus) _ 
SECRETARY ($1000/month) 
EXCELLENT SECONDARYJOB 
FLEXIBLE HOURS 
GOOD MEDICAL/ DENTAL BENEFITS PART-TIME/ 
FULL-TIME 
HOLIDAY BONUSES 
PAID VACATIONS 
To APPLY: Log on to our website and click 
-NOWHIRIN·G -
http://www.ultimatetutors.com 
inf o@ultimatetutors.com 
1-877-507-1\'IA.TII 
Attention NSU Students: 
ADVERTISE FOR FREE 
IN THE KNIGHT 
·NEWSPAPER! 
Contact Jason at 262-8461 for more information 
Dece,nber 13, 2000 Classifieds 21 
-AMUSEMENT RIDES ( over 35 to choose from)-
- DISC JOCKEYS -KARAOKE -
-CLOWNS-MAGICIANS-
-INTERACTIVE GAMES-TENTS-CHAIRS-
-CONCESSION. EQUIPMENT_-
-PARTYRENTALS - EVENT PLANNING-
- BALLOON DECORATING__; 
Telephone: (954) 424-8363 
Web address: htq,://atlanticstarentertain.com 
Earn up to $1200 per wk. + bonuses! 
Seeking bright, ambitious individuals with pleasant speaking voice & congenial 
. personality to join our new team! Part time or Full Time Beautiful Sunrise office. Call 
954-572-3123 for an interview 
Looking for a math tutor for an eight grade student. 
Must have references. If interested, please contact: 
Joseph Mustipher 9 54-583-1663 
------------------------""!---------------------------------------11 LOSE WEIGHT NOW! 
· Lose 10-29 lbs. before Christmas 
APARTMENTS 
summerbreeze 
APARTMENTS 
SllllforestApartments 
- 2750 S.W. 73rct Way 
Davie, FL333 l 4 
(954) 424-0551 , 
Fax (954) 476-8145 · 
SurnmerbreezApartments 
9997 Surnmerbreeze Dr. · 
Sunrise, FL 33322 
(954) 749-6552 
Fax (954) 749-6555 
-www.aptsforrent.com 
UMBERLAND 
PROPtRlY MANACf.MENT, INC. 
Typing; editing, investigation and research. Recorded materials (i.e., inter-
views and lectures) transcribed into typed text. Internet research. English/Spanish 
translation. Resumes term papers, research papers, business proposals and manuals, 
-Starts at $2 per page for typing and formatting. 
Call (954) 327-1637 
NEED EXTRA CASH? 
Writers Wanted. Articles on Sports, Health, Fitness, 
Scholarships, Student Interests and Disabilities. 
Pays $15 for 300-500 word articles upon acceptance. articles@islandoaks.com 
<mailto:articles@islandoaks.com> 
Dr. Approved, 1 OOo/o Natural 
Call 1-800-296-8190 Looki,,,ztflb-r P/T Coordinat-or t-o-~order;,, 
1988 B . k R l L d L ·1 . andmar~l4-1£1: MicrO;JO/cOffi:ce,,~er~ev . uzc ega .t . ow mz es runs great. l1U4J,t: Studeni-£wdormypre/erred. watrece?ve/ree, 
Fully loaded V-8 with leather, cd·player, ale, comput-er. · 
power everything. New Brakes and tires. All Inrerea-ed; cal£Lyttl1/W~at-305-945-8618. 
receipts. $2500:00 OBO. 
Call Kyle@ 954-661-4753 or 954-423-8767 . 
----------------------1 adventure travellecotourism company in Plantation. INTERNSHIP AVAILABLE at Nature Exp.editions International, a small 
EMPLQ YMENT Q PPQ RTUNITY 1t:Je~fe;~~;.sponsibilities, 15-20 hrs/week. Flexible schedule, poss. 
F o R JR/SR/Grad prefered. Small stipend available. 
Contact Darren 693-8852for details. 
COLLEGE STUDENTS . 
-
For sale Kenmore Washer and Dryer 
. - full size 
Students ~eede~ to work with a ~evelopm~ntally 2 years old, works great$ 250 neg. 
delayed toddler man mtense home program. This program _- fortheset · Looking for a group of 
is based on Applied Behavioral An(Jly.sis (ABA) and a Call(954) 916-1034 . 3 4 l l skillfuluse of positive reinforcement,, _ to peop e to P ay 
Early childhood, psychol9gy, or speech pathology Lookingforcol~eg~kidtodo Hacky sack with, must 
b k d · 1 · Fl "bl h · · f · party supply dehvenes ac groun 1s a pus. ex1 e -'ours consist o mommgs, 0 0 · k . . have own sack _ · . . · reat pay, reat wor envrronment, _ . 
afternoons, and weekends. Located fifteen mmutes from Very flexible hours C 11 J 
h N S h U -· · M. · . a ay. t e ova out eastern ,mvers1ty campus. m1mum _ . . ..- _Heavyliftingrequired,mustbeableto _ 
salary ranges between 8 to IQ dollars per hours. For more -: .. ,. work weekends · (954) 262-8461 
information pleas~ call (954) 962-1082. -::. : . Call (954)424-8363 ~ 
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What ·oo You Mean 
the Piercer -is in New 
Jersey?: A . 
Modification Story· 
by Erika Diaz 
. Layout Editor 
When I first started working at 
The Knight newspaper I intended to 
write an article on body modifications. 
This of course depended on my mon-
etary situation, or a friend willing to let 
. me stand aside and take pictures as 
they had workdone. Until now nei-
ther opportunity had reared its head. 
On Saturday December 2 I fi-
. naHy did it. 
T woke up Saturday afternoon 
V'ith a single thought in my head: "I 
. must get a hole in my tongue." Littie 
did I know it wouldn't quite go that 
easily. I had to wait for my darling 
boyfriend Adam to get off work be-
fore carrying out the master plan. 
When he finally got here, however, he 
was far too tired to drive me out to 
Pompano Beach just yet. While he 
rested, my roommate and I did some 
searching and found out tha~ the tat-
too parlor I was originally going to go 
to was already closed. That left a de-
termined Erika with no place to pierce, 
so we looked for places that were 
open late on Saturdays in the area. 
Cheryl and I came up with two places, 
one that was waaaaaaaaaaay out in 
Miami somewhere and another called 
the Electrik Kray on in Hollywood. It 
seemed promising, only 18 miles 
away, open till IO pm, and simple to 
. get to. Thus the journey began. 
I woke Adam up and got him 
dressed and in the car before he even 
knew what was going on. We decided 
to stop atMcDonalds and eat, in case 
the piercing prevented that for a while. 
After that we went on with the direc-
tions. Being unfamiliar with the area 
we couldn't find Orange Dr. for any-
thing under God. After about 4 U-turns 
we caught glimpse of a teeny tiny sign 
that simply said "Orange" and decided 
to turn there. After driving for about 
· 15 minutes we spotted the place. 
Electrik Krayon is a medium-
sized studio that is nicely lit, nicely 
decorated with flash (tattoo art) cov- · 
ering the walls as expected. I saun-
tered into the studio with my usual 
pseudo-confident walk ( okay so I was 
scared) and said rather loudly that I 
wanted my tongue done. The rather 
heavily tattoed man looked up at me 
from behind his book, flipped on the 
television to Beastmaster, and 
smirked. After amuzing himself at my 
expense he said very simply, '~The 
piercer.is in New Jersey." Adam in all 
of his eloquence responded with a 
quick "WHAT DO YOU MEAN THE 
PIERCER IS IN NEW JERSEY?!?" 
After laughing at us both for a while 
he turned back to his book to let us 
do our thing. I decided to get a tattoo 
done since I was there. 
After searching through liter~lly 
12 books of flash, I found a page full 
of ankhs. Far be it from me to leave . 
anything simple. I decided ifl was 
going to get a tattoo it would be a cus-
tom piece. The artist and I sat and 
combined different elements from all 
the different ankhs to make my own 
special tattoo. We discussed the price 
and placement and he went outside to 
smoke a cigarette, leaving me at the 
mercy ofmy nerves. I sat there, pre-
tending I was okay while in my mind I 
was resigned to the fact that this would 
be more painful than childbirth. I had 
heard from iny many friends and fam-
ily that black tattoos hurt the most and 
that tattoos over bone are excruciat-
ingly painful. 
see TATOOS on next page 
Come on and take a FREE ride on Trt-Rail and take the stress out 
of getting to school. Now you can save lots of money on gas, plus 
students are eligible for even more savings with 50% off regular 
Tri-Rail, fares. Enjoy the convenience of free bus 
connections that get you where you want to go. So 
what are ·you waiting for? Go Tri-Rail! 
LOG ON AND GET 
A FREE RIDE 
Log on to www.tri-rail.com · or call 
1-800-TRl~AAIL (874-7245) code 22 
and receive one free round-trip Tri-Rail 
ticket and be eligible to win cool prizes. 
1-800-TRI 11 RAI[ 
1-800-87 4-7245 • www.tri-rail.com 
.. 
SPECIAL 
OFFER 
only 
Sfi9.95 
o . (3) Mies of Dietary Nolrtti11 
. • Liquid Alim~ 
• Carlellydr1le Blockaf 
~ MetabpHJ!. -·-- .- · 
· D (14) dlJ Specia~ Dlef Care 
a (9) wn, &arcise Card Program 
a CompllmenlafJ Bloo- Pressure 
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Tatoos For All 
from last page left feeling rather giddy. The healing 
is going well. It's in that itchy scab 
At that moment my tattoo artist phase now and looking pretty good. 
came back into the studio and asked And so, to all of you who are think-
me to sign all the paperwork and ing of getting a tattoo but are tpo 
watch as he took out all the needles afraid to, IT DOESN'T HURT ONE 
and other ·equipment. I did as he BIT! Be sure you trust your artist, 
asked, somewhat trembling the whole and that the place you go is clean and 
time. _ He had me turn around and that you can live with the design you 
move my clothes so he could prep _ choose to imbed in your flesh. For . 
the area and get the design to sit ariyone interested the number for 
straight. He did all that in what seemed Electrik Krayon is 954-986-1449. I 
to be half a millisecond and in no time - highly recommend it. . 
I was kneeling in a chair looking into 
a mirror at the street outside. I was 
nervous. Adam was at my side hold-
ing my hand, and I heard the buzzing 
start. I sql'.leezed my eyes tightly 
closed and waited for that horren-
d·ous pain I had convinced myself 
there was going to be. I peeked an 
. eye open about 5 minutes later out of 
sheer frustration that he hadn't 
started yet. I asked, quite aggra-
vated, "So when do we start?" The 
artist laughed at me yet again and said 
. . 
"about 5 minutes ago, hon;" 
I felt no pain! 15 minutes later I 
had a lovely little black ankh on the 
small of my back. I paid the man and 
my blurry baby in it's icky crunchy phase 
photo by: Hans 
Why Just · Eat. Here? 
When you can· be part of our_ Team! 
I 
Now Hiringfor our newest location at: 
Pines Youth Center 
NW Comer of Pines Blvd 8!, Douglas Rd 
Pembroke Pines 
Apply in Person 
Mon-Fri'lO am-3 pm/ 5pm-7pm 
Sat 11 am-4pm 
Cashiers, Bakers, Kitchen 'Crew & _ Team Leaders * Full and part-time positions 
Flexible Hours * GREASE FREE KI_TCHEN * We train for all positions 
-- - -- --- -----
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24 December 6, 2000 
Pregnant .and scared? 
You have OPTIONS. 
1-800-395-HBLP 
Allcalls.ar,. cr,nfidgntiq,. 
Four locations in.Broward County. 
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Fun TOPS•FACIES & iAPER.S 
RAZOR & C EASAR Curs 
FREE Beeper with Purchase of An 
Audiovox Phone 
With One Ye~ r's Service 
R~g. $49.00 Value -· 1 M 
lltslkil fJ~ 
~ 
Black/ Black Only 
Ev~rything you need 
to ·go wireless: 
- Audiovox PCX-1100 
11 digital phone 
• 75 Prepay Minutes 
starter card 
-7 5 Bonus Prepay t lJ ... i 
- Minutes* ~ 
· i . 
- Hands-free headset ... 
,,~EL:-;~\C~~' 
Tel: INU41a .,.,,.. 
. 935 S. SR7 
Plantation, FL.33317 
-Set-up fee waived\ 
· (save $25) 
- No initial service . 
payment required 
- Lithium-ion Battery 
-Desktop Charger 
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